Hearst Castle

Pindler has been fortunate to be given access to the vast and diverse collections and archives of fine decorative arts collected by William Randolph Hearst. Inspired by art and antiques of the Castle, we are proud to feature our Exclusive Hearst Castle™ Collection. This exquisite collection is reflective of the grandeur, luxury, wonder and mystique of this famous castle nestled in the hills above the California coast as we continue telling the story of Hearst’s passion for all things beautiful.

Pindler is excited to present a group of new additions to the Hearst Castle™ Collection. Our collection is a contemporized interpretation of classic Hearst Castle inspirations. We have partnered with an Italian mill who has developed a new specialty technique by combining jacquard weaving and digital printing to achieve unique, complex colorations and beautiful dimension, which emulates a Fortuny effect with an old world patina look.

5970–Viottolo is an Exclusive Hearst Castle™ design inspired by a rustic stone bench and stone laid pathways, through the gardens and vista points overlooking the ocean. Our interpretation was to create a small motif laid out in a jacquard weave and digital printed to achieve an old world patina.

5971–Motivo is an Exclusive Hearst Castle™ design adapted from an Italian cut velvet found in the textile archives found in the Hearst Castle™ vaults. Our interpretation is to modernize this classic diamond motif woven in a jacquard weave and digital printed to achieve an old world patina.

5972–Vestimenta is an Exclusive Hearst Castle™ design inspired by the sofa and chairs located in Randolph Hearst’s private enclave, the third floor Gothic library. Everyday he would retreat to his room with copies of the Hearst newspapers flown in from distant cities. Our interpretation of Vestimenta is combining the iconic damask motif with a jacquard weave and digital printing technique as an innovative approach to a fresh palette with old world sensibility.

5973–Captivant is an Exclusive Hearst Castle™ design inspired by two 16th century Florentine chairs located in the hallway lobby leading to the sitting room in Casa del Mar. Our interpretation of this classic damask is utilizing both jacquard weaves and digital printing achieving an innovative approach to a fresh classic palette with old world sensibility.

Each pattern is woven with a linen, polyester, viscose rayon, cotton blend. Meets 25,000 Double Rubs & is offered in 5 colors (Mandarin, Neptune, Rose quartz, Sapphire, Storm).
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